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Delivering 
excellence 
in tax
Service quality and expertise 
which makes a difference: 
Lyn Canning Hagan explains 
how GMcG’s Tax team is 
getting it right

Retail
The future for Belfast’s 
shopping streets

Tourism 
Have we got what it 
takes to compete?
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When it comes to tax, you want 

the help of professionals who 

live and breathe the subject.

Perhaps someone who has enough years of 

experience to be considered a tax expert by 
the courts, who has not just accountancy 
expertise and commercial acumen but also in-
depth legal knowledge and a successful track 
record in dealing with that ultimate tax force 

HMRC, all with the backing of a specialist 
team of tax experts.

Step forward Lyn Canning Hagan, Tax Partner 
at GMcG.

GMcG’s tax 
evolution
Almost one year after chartered accountancy firm GMcG amalgamated its three offices under a 
single corporate identity, the firm’s Tax team continues to evolve and define the parameters of 
service quality. Ulster Business caught up with GMcG Head of Tax, Lyn Canning Hagan to hear more

GMcG’s Tax management team 

She heads up this dynamic accountancy firm’s 
Tax practice from its Belfast city centre office 
where this interview is taking place. It is here 
and at the firm’s Lisburn and Portadown 
offices, that Lyn’s Tax team has been busy 
solidifying and growing its place at the very 
heart of the Northern Ireland economy.

Appointed as Partner in 2004, Lyn sits on 
the Chartered Accountants Ireland NI Tax 
Committee, is a Member of the UK VAT 
Practitioners Group and regularly acts as a 
Tax and VAT expert witness. In 2016, Lyn and 
Managing Partner Tony Nicholl also trained 
as Mediators for the delivery of Mediation 
Services, a growing area in commercial 
litigation and with HMRC disputes.

“A high-quality tax compliance service is the 
bedrock of the GMcG Tax offering, which is 
important to businesses given the increasing 
complexity of tax legislation and the stringent 
tax penalty regime,” Lyn told Ulster Business.  

“Alongside this, evolving market needs have 
helped shape the growth of our specialist tax 
services. It’s a busy tax department and we 
have built a talented and experienced team, 
enhanced by recent appointments at senior 
management level.

“We service a diverse range of clients 
across Northern Ireland giving us extensive 
experience that means our firm-wide Tax 
team is capable of delivering advice and 
solutions on a broad range of tax issues.”

It is evident from speaking with Lyn there 
is a clear focus by GMcG on providing a 
comprehensive tax service which is grounded 
in taking time to understand their clients’ 
requirements. This genuine relationship 
approach has enabled GMcG to build deep 
and long lasting business relationships.

Lyn noted, “We take a very hands-on 
approach with our clients. In addition to the 
partner-client cornerstone relationship, we 
give staff at all levels the scope to build their 
own relationships with each client.”

Although one of the larger local accountancy 
practices in Northern Ireland, GMcG is still of 
a size to stay close to its clients. 

“As an independent firm, we drive ourselves” 
Lyn said. “We are also running our own 

business, something which gives us a lot of 
affinity with our clients.”

“It also means we can allow a significant 
amount of time for staff training so all can 
develop individually, find their niches and 
develop their individual specialisms. Helping 
staff reach their full potential is something 
the firm is passionate about.”

These specialisms come into their own across 
the wide spectrum on which Lyn and her 
team are asked to advise; there is no such 
thing as a typical or standard working week. 

The Tax team is regularly involved in 
significant and complex transactions requiring 
advice across the range of taxes, particularly 
direct taxes and one of Lyn’s own specialist 
areas, VAT.

Lyn identifies GMcG’s tax advisors as integral 
to the overall service of clients and she 
anticipates continued demand for the tailored 
approach, given the growing needs of the NI 
SME sector and also the steady increase in 
local commercial property transactions as well 
as increased mergers and acquisitions activity. 

Lyn adds, “The challenges presented to the 
local SME sector are constantly changing. 
In the short to medium term, we see both 
challenges and opportunities for our firm and 
our clients operating in a fluid domestic and 
global landscape, with Brexit, opportunities 
in foreign markets and the potential wider 
economic repercussions of political change in 
the USA and across Europe contributing to an 
uncertain period ahead.”

In this context, Lyn sees GMcG’s membership 
of The International Accounting Group 
(TIAG®) as a crucial expansion of the services 
the firm has to offer.

TIAG® is a worldwide alliance of independent 

accountancy firms. Its sister alliance, TAGLaw, 
comprises a similar alliance of law firms. The 
TAG Alliances are ranked in the top three 
International Alliances and Associations by 
Accountancy Age and membership gives 
GMcG and its clients access to trusted 
expertise across 70 countries.

 “We have all the benefits of being part of 
a global network without the constraints of 
being tied to a large corporate,” Lyn said. 

“TIAG® gives us access to some of the most 
reputable accountancy and law firms in the 
world, something that is of significant benefit 
to our clients who are operating in overseas 
markets.”

Membership of TIAG® also means GMcG 
receives referrals from existing and potential 
inward investors.

Closer to home, the GMcG Tax team also 
carries out a significant amount of work with 
other local accountancy and law firms. 

“We provide tax advice for smaller 
accountancy firms where they and their 
clients might require specialist tax services or 
an expert second opinion. 

“Similarly we provide services for legal firms 
where there is a requirement for tax services 
on commercial transactions and private client 
matters.”

GMcG’s Tax team works closely with the 
firm’s audit and business advisory, forensic 
accounting and investigation, and corporate 
finance teams.

“We take an integrated approach to 
servicing clients, helping identify and develop 
opportunities that add real value and 
ultimately ensure they receive the bespoke 
level of service they expect.”

There is clear recognition that service quality 
is key to the ongoing growth and success of 
the firm.

“Further expansion is inevitable in the 
future,” Lyn said. 

That is not only good news for the firm but, 
more importantly, for the Northern Ireland 
economy. ■

“As an independent firm, 
we drive ourselves. We 
are also running our own 
business, something 
which gives us a lot of 
affinity with our clients.”
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Factfile 
GMcG Chartered Accountants is an eight partner firm with more than 90 employees across its three offices in Belfast, Lisburn and 

Portadown. The firm delivers expert advice and support in the areas of Audit & Business Advisory, Tax & VAT Solutions, Forensic 

Accounting & Investigation, Corporate Finance and International. 

All three offices have developed their profiles in their respective geographic areas to be recognised as part of a leading chartered 

accountancy practice, servicing a diverse range of businesses and private individuals, public and not-for-profit sector entities, as 

well as legal and other professional services practices. 

www.gmcgca.com

Lyn Canning Hagan, GMcG Head of Tax


